
 

     THE EAGLE HUNTRESS is a July, 2018 LVCA dvd donation to the Ligonier Valley 

Library. Below is Kino Ken’s evaluation and review of that docudrama film. 

16 of a possible 20 points                                                        **** of a possible ***** 

 

Mongolia   2016   color   87 minutes   subtitled live action family feature 

docudrama   Kissaki Films / Stacey Reiss Productions / 19340 Productions / 

Artemis Rising Foundation / Impact Partners / Shine Global / Warrior Poets 

Producers: Stacey Reiss, Sharon Chang, and Otto Bell 

 

Key: *indicates an outstanding technical achievement or performance 

(j) designates a juvenile performer 

Points: 

1          Direction: Otto Bell 

1          Editing: Pierre Takal 

2          Cinematography: Simon Niblett* 

2          Lighting 

            Special Visual Effects: Lucien Harriot 

2          Locations 

2          Music: Jeff Peters, Sarah Aument, Miles  Kennedy, Gabe Kirshoff, 

                         Jeremy Little, Miranda Sachetta, Jordan Sears, Joel Silver 

2          Sound: Lewis Goldstein, Tom Ryan, Andrew Yarme, Alex Soto,  

                           Wen Hsuan Tseng, Louis Tompkins 



            Narrator: Daisy Ridley 

1          Acting 

2          Insightfulness 

1          Research   

16 total points 

 

Cast: Aisholpan Nurgaiv, age 13 (j) (Aisholpan), Agalai Nurgaiv (Agalai Nurgaiv, 

Aisholpan’s dad), Kuksyegyen Almagul (Aisholpan’s mother), Boshai Dalaikhan 

(Eagle hunter friend of Agalai’s), others 

 

     Not so much a documentary as a female empowerment saga, Otto Bell’s 

grandiose THE EAGLE HUNTRESS features a charismatic, determined thirteen-

year-old protagonist who aspires to become a modern legend. Aisholpan 

Nurgaiv, descended from a long lineage of eagle hunters in the Altai Mountain 

region of Mongolia, has grown up around animals and outdoor expeditions into 

frigid environments. Seemingly closer to her father Agalai than to mother 

Almagul, the girl has an inner drive to be absolutely best at whatever she 

undertakes, a trait also probably inherited, but for which none of her elders 

claims responsibility. At least, none do during the course of this film’s 

interviews. An older brother serving in the Mongolian Armed Forces, dispersed 

under United Nations commands to various international hotspots, isn’t 

mentioned in the film. His influence may be subliminally present. 

     Aside from assisting with various chores of animal husbandry at home, 

Aisholpan and two younger siblings attend a regional boarding school during 

weekdays, where instruction includes an English-language course. Each 

weekend Aisholpan is brought home on Dad’s motorcycle. It’s not clear whether 

siblings remain quartered throughout an academic term. Their older sister, 

however, must have sufficient time to practice training an eagle, something not 

practical in an institutional setting. 

     Shots of domestic life reveal the underlit closeness of a semi-permanent gur 

with walls and roof constructed of removable wooden poles. This is strictly a 

summer residence, replaced in winter by a stone structure in a less exposed 

setting elsewhere in Mongolia. When a seasonal move occurs, ponies and fowl 

travel along with human owners. Food appears plentiful despite absence of any 



neighboring grocery stores, a tribute to human perseverance amid an 

unaccommodating landscape. 

     Most of the film, though, concerns itself with birds and their trainers, 

following the process by which a nested baby eaglet too young to fly yet is 

caught and taken home for instruction in supervised hunting. Aisholpan’s 

descending mountainous crags to reach an eyre and then mesmerize  

uncomprehending youngster into being sacked while mother bird wheels about 

overhead constitutes a most suspenseful and intriguing passage. This harrowing 

situation is captured in considerable detail with the aid of a small Go Pro 

camera fastened underneath Aisholpan’s coat. Acute observers can detect 

evidence of the hardship involved in observing the birdnapper’s disappearing 

fingernail polish. 

     Aerial shots inform majestically about vast territory ranged by nomadic tribes 

as they hunt for food and suitable campgrounds. They also focus narrowly on 

diving eagles through slowed motion sequences stretching action of a few 

seconds into discernibly discrete subsections. 

     Aisholpan’s chosen eaglet is a female, fiercer and more impetuous than its 

male counterpart. She’s probably also more curious and docile if kept well-fed. 

Named Ak Kanat, or White Wings, by her new owner, the bird becomes a 

respected family member, sharing meals and shelter with human mistress when 

weather outside the ger or winter housing becomes inhospitable.  

     Gradually, Ak Kanat learns to fly to a trainer’s gloved hand upon command, 

urged by cries of what sounds like “Hookah, hookah.” Distractions of either girl 

or hunter are intolerable. Both must concentrate solely on whatever task is 

currently being taught. That could not be easy for still-maturing children, 

regardless of species. 

     Proper release of the bird is stressed, with timing being crucial. Just the right 

moment must be calculated for uncovering of head hood, something perfected 

only by a multitude of practices. These are more suggested than shown. 

     Scenes lensed by a woman member of the film crew disclose typical all-girl 

dormitory scenes, with classmates resembling a family in playful 

extemporaneous interaction.  

     When Aisholpan boasts of defeating every boy from her class in wrestling, a 

clear foreshadowing occurs of what will transpire in future competition against 

males at Bayaan Ulgil’s autumn Golden Eagle Festival. Judging there will involve 



three standards: one for costuming showiness, one for perfection of eagle dive 

upon command, and one for sheer velocity of bird as it plunges from hand of 

releaser on overlook high above spectators below to waiting mounted catcher.  

     It would seem scooping up a slightly off-target flyer is permissible and loses 

no points. For while Ak Kanat’s zooming descent has record-breaking speed, it 

results in arrival at a point several feet below her partner’s mitt. Aisholpan and 

prized trainee are rewarded with a first-place prize, despite an inconspicuous 

low score in the wardrobe category. Besides a shiny trophy presented by 

officials, the winner also received a new fur hat from her dad. 

     Still, a full-fledged eagle hunter has to bring home a fox victim to be 

completely recognized as an equal by peers. So Aisholpan and her dad set off 

into the Altai Mountains with two eagles after winter’s first heavy snowfall, the 

purpose of Agalai’s never clarified. Treacherous snow drifts and patches of skid-

inducing ice pose life-threatening dangers for ponies and riders, as do sub-zero 

temperatures. Wily prey further complicates matters, with several frustratingly 

inept attacks by inexperienced Ak Kanat exposing cleverness of fox more than 

skill of eagle. Aisholpan is audibly vexed at her companion’s maladroitness. 

     Twenty-one days of fruitless endeavor are expended without any solid 

achievement to show for it. Directorial willingness to include the tedium and 

miscarriages of that period onscreen is commendable.  

     Audiences already know Ak Kanat’s life will not be one of endless captivity. 

After seven years of supervised hunting, she will be liberated to find her own 

food in a special ceremony. This ritual was observed at the start of THE EAGLE 

HUNTRESS. It involved butchering a sacrificial sheep and an emotional parting of 

the ways. But can the eponymous heroine ever meet owner expectations of 

downing a fox in winter? 

     Borrow the dvd from the Ligonier Valley Library and find out for yourself. 

     Extraordinary locations and cinematography are abetted by soaring 

instrumental accompaniment and sonic precision. Lighting is superlative, 

especially considering limitations placed on it by environmental conditions. 

     Aisholpan’s family is engaging, fully supportive of the girl’s aspiration and 

completely frank with interviewers. 

     One caveat: Research lags behind other aspects of this production. Yes, 

Aisholpan was the first female to compete and win at the Golden Eagle Festival 

in Bayaan Olgil. But she is not the first Kazakh eagle huntress, nor is that role 



unique to the current century. Useful background information about historical  

eagle huntresses from her cultural tradition can be unearthed at 

blogs.reuters.com/photographers-blog/2012/03/06/kazakhstans-lone-female-

eagle-hunter, focusing on Makpal Abdrazakova, and in Adrienne Mayor’s May 1, 

2016 article “The Eagle Huntress Ancient Traditions and New Generations” at 

https://web.stanford.edu/dept/HPS/Eagle-Huntress, both of which give proper 

credit to other females involved in the activity. This reviewer is indebted to 

Mary Ann Johanson’s “Flick Filosopher” online review of THE EAGLE HUNTRESS 

for pointing the path to more fully researched material on the topic. From the 

Stanford University source, it becomes clear Otto Bell first learned about his 

protagonist from online photographs taken by Israeli photographer Asher 

Svidensky, the true discoverer of Aisholpan, who encouraged Agalai to 

apprentice his daughter in the family tradition.  

     The Sony Pictures Classics dvd release bonuses are all rewarding. One of 

these is director Otto Bell’s audio commentary, which communicates perhaps a 

bit more about background than anyone might wish to know. An enticing trailer 

and a ten-minute featurette titled “Capturing the Eagle Huntress” complete  

extra materials provided.    

     THE EAGLE HUNTRESS is a delightful docudrama for adults and children ages 

twelve and up about female empowerment and the path to self-fulfillment. 

Don’t bypass it. 

https://web.stanford.edu/dept/HPS/Eagle-Huntress

